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A History of Census Records in the
German States

to know precisely the size of his state. Indeed, some

The Census in German History
from the Napoleonic Wars {1815)
to German Unification {1871)

under titles other than "census"). Rolf Gehrmann

The wars waged by and against French Emperor

provided this reason for those early censuses:

Napo leon Bonaparte from 179 8 to 1815 involved the
invasion and conquest of many German states. All of
them independent and far smaller than France, those
states were totally incapable of fending off the invader
who subdued even the kingdom of PreuBen at the
eastern borders of the German-language territory.
Napoleon exerted not only military but also political
influence over the occupied territories, founding the
kingdoms ofWiirttemberg,

Hannover, andWestfalen.

On the other hand, he put an end to the Holy Roman

states, counties, and even cities had conducted census
campaigns as early as the seventeenth century (often

The growing interest of the early modern
state, and especially of enlightened absolutist
rulers in dem ographic measure as measure
of the wealth of the state, led to a total count
of the population .... these counts were considered part of the yearly balance sheet of
the state .. . The principle of yearly counting
was maintained for some time after 1815. 2
In several Ger man states, counts were done

Empire of Ger man Nations, which action led to the

in 1816 and repeated annually via a rather simple

self-demotion of its emperor Franz II (an Austrian

method: using the numbers from the previous year,

Hapsburg) to Franz I of Austria and also to the de

officials determined how many persons had been

facto separation of Austria from Germany. ,

born or had died by the end of the current calendar

With the defeat of Napoleon and the ejection of

year and the numbe r s were adjusted accordingly . The

French governors from German territories, the liber-

data regarding births and deaths were taken from

ated states sent representatives to Vienna, Austria for

the records of the local chur ches. In only very rare

what became known as the Congress ofVienna . That

instances were the names of residents recorded in

conclave in 1815 resulted in the re-drawing of many

those early enumerations.

borders across the German- language territory of

3

The first union of German states was the

central Europe. Excluding Luxembourg, Switzerland,

Ger manic Confe deration established at the conclusion

andAustria, there were forty German states in 1816.

of the Congress ofVienna . Henderson's description of

That number eventually increased to forty-two, then

the Confederation is illuminating:

decreased to thirty-eight over the next fifty-five
years. 1 With most other territories in Europe already
existing in the form of kingdoms or empires, several
German states longed for a union that would allow
protection against invaders, as well as make them an
economic force to be reckoned with . This pan-Germanic thinking led to the formation of several inter state organizations.
The first census enumerations in German states
were conducted in 1816 simply to allow the ruler

The Confederation was a Staatenbund and not
a Bundesstaat-that

is to say, it was a union

of sovereign States in which unanimity was
essential before joint action could be taken
and it was a not a federation of States in which
the membe r s gave up some of their sovereign
rights to the central power." 4
The Confederation featured a parliament, but it
was not a true legislative body and the men convening

in Frankfurt am Main were more like ambassadors

of the Confederation - the kingdom of PreuBen.

than representatives wielding the power of the vote .

However, Prussian action in this regard was perceived

There was initially no discussion of unification,

to be political as well as economic. According to

because such a development would have necessi-

Hahn,

tated concessions by some if not all of the rulers
(mostly monarchs) whose states belonged to the
Confederation.
The initial challenge encountered by the German
states in the early days of the Confederation was one
that the body had no power to address : customs .
Merchants transporting goods on intra- and interstate
routes were plagued by a myriad of rules, regulations,
and fees that made life miserable for merchants and
consumers alike. Some products crossed borders as
many as ten times and the final prices to consumers

... the process of unification in matters of
customs was more than economic from the
very beginning. Although the states involved
in the establishment of customs unions were
generally pursuing particularistic more than
nationalistic aims, the customs unions dealt
with the great political questions of the
time~specially

the matter of national unity

and constitutional rights.

5

The eastern provinces of PreuBen enacted a

rose to prohibitive levels. Of course, conditions were

customs union in 1818 and the kingdom's western

ideal for smugglers and states incurred high costs in

provinces did likewise a year later. The two region s

policing their borders. The various solutions to the

united in this effort in 1821, but no other states were

customs question eventually gave rise to the compila -

interested in joining the movement under Prussian

tion of census records in Germany in the third decade

leadership-with

of the nineteenth century.

duchy of Schwarzburg -Sondershausen that found itself

The first attempt at coordinating customs regulations and revenues came from the largest member

the exception of the tiny Sachsen

surrounded to seventy percent by PreuBen; she joined
in 1819 as a matter of self-preservation. The next
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Fi9ureI. The German states following the Congres s of Vienna in 1815 [http: // www.dukatz.com/ maps / J
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state to alignitself with the PreuBen customs union
was the county of Anhalt-Bernburg in 1826.
The grand duchy of Hesse (with the capital city
of Darmstadt) was the first state to see benefits in
joining the Prussian customs union and entered into
negotiations in the late 1820s. In response to this
development, two other states formed their own
union in January 1828: Bayern and Wiirttemberg;
they shared many miles of borders and their treaty
took effect on July 1, 1828. 6 The Prusso-Hessian
treaty was concluded just three weeks later and the
era of competing German customs unions had begun.

It was precisely this movement that can be given
credit for the expansion of German census records.
On a strictly local level, census enumerations had
taken place in several German-language territories
of Europe well before 1800, but the records were

Figure2. This 1720 census listed all heads of household s
with counts of residents by gender. [Stadtarchiv Heide,
Schleswig-Holstein)

compiled at various times, for different reasons,
under numerous titles, and by different methods.
Countless towns, cities, counties, districts, and states
recorded the names of some or all residents under
titles such as Volksziihlun9 [census], Biir9erbuch [registry
of citizens]; Haushaltun9slisten [lists of heads of household], Hauslisten [lists of residents], Einwohnerre9ister
[lists of residents], Bevolkerun9slisten [lists of residents],
Untertanenverzeichnisse [lists of subjects], Wiihlerlisten
[lists of voters], Konskriptionslisten [military registry],

formed their own customs union in December
1828. However, Henderson suggests that they did so
more in an effort to check the expansion of the two
existing unions than to actually regulate interstate
commerce. 9 The states included in the Mitteldeutsch er
Handelsverein [Central German Commercial Union]

were Hannover, Sachsen (kingdom), Hessen -Kassel,
Nassau, Brunswick, Oldenburg, Frankfurt am Main,
Bremen, and seven of the eight Saxon duchies (often

Seelenre9ister [lists of parish members], and several

others. Population figures and statistics are available
in some form or another for several German states
before 18 15 .7

ref erred to as Thiiringen [Thuringia]). Those states
agreed to not join any other union before 1834, but

In order for the officials of any customs union to
distribute proportionately among the member states
the fees collected at border stations, a census had
to be conducted at regular intervals to establish the
precise number of residents in each state. Thus the
first systematic census enumerations in most German
states were instituted to fulfill the requirements of a

some of the smaller states in that organization began
to defect as early as 1832. 10
Thus by the 1830s, many of the states in the
German Confederation were not only collecting census data annually for local purposes, but also report ing the statistics to their respective unions every
second or third year. Those census records were kept
solely for the purpose of the distribution of customs
revenues and had nothing to do with such issues as

customs union. Only then could a coherent picture
of German census records emerge-generally
and
specifically. Gehrmann concluded that the basis for

parliamentary representation, military conscription, or taxation. 11 Due to the fact that some states

the first German census enumerations of the nineteenth century was not demographic but economic.

Many of the central and northern German states

8

As evidence of this assertion, throughout the twentieth century, census compilations often included the

employed different procedures, Michel concluded
that such census records enjoyed only varying degrees
of reliability.

12

numbers of dwellings, livestock, and even fruit trees.
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According to Hahn, the Zollverein "was not the

The Expansion of Customs
Unions-and Census Records

product of one great foundational document, but
rather a complex network of intertwined bilateral

Despite the fear on the part of some smaller German

and multilateral treaties emerging from 1819 to

states that any expanding customs union that included
PreuBen would lead to greater political power on the

1833 with one common goal: a customs and commerce system with no internal fees and uniform

part of the largest state in the German lands, many
more states joined the movement. 13 This resulted in

external fees." 19 Nevertheless, several other German
states refused to ally themselves with the Zollverein

the establishment on January 1, 18 34 of a customs
union called by one word without modifiers: the

for a variety of reasons-the
primary reason being
a perceived net loss in revenue. Just four months

Zollverein (Customs Union]. The treaty establishing

after the founding of the Zollverein, Hannover and

the Zollverein had been signed in 1833 and man-

Braunschweig formed their own competing entity

dated that the agreement be extended after eight

and called it the Steuerverein (TaxUnion]. It began its

years. The Zollverein combined the two existing
unions (PreuBen/Hessen-Darmstadt
and Bayern/

function the next year and a census mandated on May

14

Wiirttemberg)

with the kingdom of Sachsen,

1, 1834 was to provide the population baseline. 20 The
Steuerverein was soon expanded to include the north-

Kurhessen, and fifteen other small stat_es, yielding a

ern states of Oldenburg (1836) and Schaumburg-

population of some 23.5 million. 15 The member states
were to enjoy the status of equal partners.
The foundational document stating the aims of

Lippe (1838). During the 1830s, the other member
states of the short-lived Mitteldeutscher Handelsverein
joined the Zollverein. Most of the German states had

the Zollverein and the regulations for census enu-

taken sides by the end of that decade .

merations among the member states was published

By 1840, only a few states were still resisting membership in either the Zollverein or the

in 1834 and again in 1845.
justifies a census:

16 The

opening paragraph

The member states have agreed that in order
to ensure that the customs revenues collected
by the member states (after the deduction of
expenses, rebates, and discounts) are properly distributed, the population of each state

Steuerverein- principally Baden, Mecklenburg-

Schwerin, Mecklenburg-Strelitz, Schleswig- Holstein,
and the free historic Hanseatic port cities. However,
the concept of a customs union proved to be advantageous and one by one most of the hold -outs acquiesced. During those years, the balance of economic

is to be determined every three years. The
procedure of the census should be identical
in all states so that the distribution of revenues can be done equitably. The census is to
be taken in December of every third year in
every state. 17
The original document mandated that a census
be conducted every third year on December 1. 18
(The 1845 revised version moved the target date to
December 3.) Cities with more than 30,000 inhabitants would be allowed as much as three days to
complete the process. If the dat~ fell on a Sunday or
a holiday, the next working day would be the target
date. Other provisions stipulated that "every individual" be counted; exceptions were carefully defined.
Many foreigners qualified as local residents and were
to be included.
4

Fi9ure 3. The Wiirttemberg Ministry of Finance issued this
statement in early 1834: "Member states of the Zollverein must
conduct a census every thr ee years." [Hauptstaat sarchiv ~tuttgart
E146 33380]

power was shifting toward PreuBen. Several members
of the Steuerverein bolted to the Zollverein and by 1854
the former ceased to exist. 21
The Zollverein treaty was extended in 1841, 1853,
and 1865 and census records suppo rting the provisions of the treaty ·were compiled every three years
in all member states beginning in 1834. Schleswig-

Holste:in joined the group in 1866 and by then all
but the cities of Hamburg and Bremen and the two
Mecklenburg duchies were on board. In 1867,
the union's conference that was opened by King
Wilhehn I of PreuBen produced a new treaty. The
handwriting on the wall was visible to most Germans:
the Zollverein could soon be replaced by a Germany
founded primarily on political principals and only
secondarily for com mercial purposes.
Although the distribution of customs revenues
was accomplished based on recent population figures,
census lists were :introduced in 1840 because prior
data had been primarily statistical and somewhat
doubtful (having often been taken from police or tax
registers). However, states were still free to collect
even more information than required by either of the
smviving customs unions. 22
The :innovation of 1840 was crucial, resultin g in
the appearance of individuals' names on lists comp iled
throughout much of Germany. The :individuals listed
were usually the home owners or heads of households, the remaining :inhabitants being represented
simply by numbers of persons in gender and age
categories.
The Zollverein did not mandate enumeration
procedures until 184 3 with this regulation: "A true
counting of each person living in each house is to
take place ... " Enumerators were no longer allowed
to simply use pr eviously-co llected listings of residents compiled for other purposes, such as residential
registration or church Seelenregister. 23 The month of
December was chosen by the member states as the
best time for the collection of census data, believing
that most people would be home in that season.
Gehrmann stated that listings of :inhabitants by
name were rare in the early census years and concluded that" ... 1846 must be established as the year

produced in census enumerations before 1846 and
do indeed show :individual names of adults and even
children (see examples below) . By 1858, the Zollverein
(then representing nearly all of the German states)
mandat ed the use of comprehensive lists and this new
standard would be maintained henceforth .
Precisely how much revenue was collected each
year at border customs station s in those days is not
a critical consideration in this discussion, but what
was paid out is found in documents collected in the
current :investigation. For example, instructions
circulated to towns within the grand duchy of SaxeWeimar -Eisenach :in 1858 and 1861 directed officials
to remind heads of households that the Zollverein
would allot 2 Thaler for each person correctly documented. 25 It can be assumed that there was not a
state in Germany that could afford to undercount its
population .
By 1864, the regulations stipulated that the names
of all persons in all states be recorded on forms
designed for that content. 26 That requirement was
meant to provide for the counting of each person and
simultaneously to prevent the counting of any person
more than once. It is :interesting to note that many
German states had already :introduced that content in
their census records . 27
Michel elucidated the evolution of German
census records in two eras-the first being 1816 to
1867. The lack of uniformity in census methodology
described abov~ makes his scheme appear logical.
Another study traced the development through three
phases over the same fifty-one years- the initial one
being from 1816 to 18 34. 28 That last year was chosen
due to the founding of the Zollverein. Their second
phase lasted from 18 34 to 185 2 when the Steuerverein
broke down and the Zollverein emerged as the great
customs power. The third phase lasted from 185 2 to
1867 when the first all-German census was enumerated. Both studies portrayed the :introduction of the
every-name lists in 1840 (in PreuBen) and 1843 (in
the entire Zollverein) as a criti cal innovation in the
content of census records.

of reference, and not 18 34 ... "24 However, many
of the records identified in the current study were
5

The Regional Character of
German Census Records
The census data compiled in accordance wi th the
statutes of the various German customs unions from
1818 to 1864 represent the third mo st important
source of genealogical data for all Germans (following
churc h records and civil r ecords).

30

During that time

period, each census was mandated and enumerated
by the province, reflecting the tradition of particularism - the prima cy of the state over the nation .
Even as late as 1916, instructions for the conduct of
the census were issued by governm ent entities in the
Unpr

-.

capital cities of several states - not in the imperia l
offices in Berlin. For example, users of census r ecords
will note that the 1890 census was carried out by
officials of the duchy of Anhalt for its citizens. The
data belong ed to the duchy and were simpl y shared

figure 4 . Most of the north ern German states wer e hesitant to

join the Zollverein . (http: // www. paedagogik. net / wochenth emen / bismarck / zollverein. html)

with the empire. The content of the Anhalt census
pages conformed to the requirements

of the empir e,

but the format and layout of those pages was deter -

Census Records
1816 to 1864

by State from

Documents exhibited in this book adequately illustrate the conclusion that German states were free to
mandate and carry out census campaigns whenever
needed until or unless they joined one of the customs
unions mentioned above. Even if they belonged to
an organizati on such as the Zollverein, they were free
to collect more than the required data and to design
their own enumeration pages. Kraus summarized this
condition: "The methods used to collect the population data varied constantly, not only from year to year
·
within a state, but also from state to state ."29A review
of the table showing the extensive variation of contents of census enum erations in the duchy of SachsenAltenburg , e.g ., supports that statement (see Chapter
28). At the opposite end of the spectrum is the prin cipality of Schaumburg -Lipp~: identical content items
were used th ere for five consecutive census campaigns
from 1839 through 1852, then a new set of items was
r ecorded id entically in four more enumerations from
1855 through 1864 (see Chapter 34) . For details on
each of the thirty -eight states of the German Empire,
see Chapters 5-42.
6

mined locally. In many respe ct s, the census records of
the thirty -eight states of the German Empire (18711918) are similar, but each retains its local flavor.
When comparing the data among the states,
one must consider the different instructions given
the enumerators before 1867 , even when based on
the regulations of the Zollverein. Those r egulation s
allowed the member states a great deal of autonomy
in determining their r espective methodologies for the
collection of data that were not well delineated by the
Zollverein.

Gehrmann was correct regarding the census
history he hoped would appear some day: " .. . a compr ehensive history can only be written with the help
of archival sources ."31 He also stated that "only the
primary resourc es" can resolv e question s regardin g
census methodology in Germany before 1867. 32 The
details pr esented in this book were compiled through
an examination of th e holdings of hundr eds of pro vincial , regiona , cmm ty, and city archiv es in m odern
Germany, Franc e, and Poland. It would be close to
impo ssible to fill all of the gaps in the tabl es pr esent ed
in the following chapt er s, but determin ed r esear chers
will likely make th e att empt to do so.

Researchers in the United States and several
other nations ':here

every-name census records were

compiled in the nineteenth

century may wonder
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